
Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

For the past decades, the transaction cost tenet is the one of most important viewpoints for 

explaining the innovation issue. A central logic of transaction cost economics is that a 

discriminating alignment of transactions with strategy leads to more efficient outcomes via 

reduction of transaction costs (Williamson 1975, 1985). While the pioneer literature starting 

with Coase (1937) defined governance structure as make-or-buy decision-- treated external 

sourcing and in-house procurement as a polar opposites, the empirical works only provide 

inconclusive results. Therefore, review papers conducted by Shelanski and Klein (1995) and 

Klein (2004) pinpointed that current scholars increasingly recognized that a wide variety of 

contractual and organizational options such as ally or cooperation agreements are available to 

explain many shades of gray in the polar category of governance structure. However, the single 

category –either make or buy or ally, overlooked the fact that organizations in reality not only 

adopt a strategy of pooling many external sources in a given time period, but also do their own 

know-how. The plausible reason for this strategy is that a comprehensive group of internal and 

external sources provides complementary functions (Veugelers and Cassiman 1999, 2006).  

 

Veugelers and Cassiman (1999) recently adopting ‘make and buy decision’ showed while 

using 269 Belgian manufacturing firms in 1993 that large firms are more likely to combine both 

internal and external knowledge acquisition in their innovation strategy. Utilizing the same 

dataset, their following paper (Cassiman and Veugeler 2006) further found that the degree of 

complementarity is sensitive to other elements of the firm’s strategic environment--- the 

importance of universities and research centers. Using information on 31 in-depth cases of 

individual M&A deals, Cassiman et al. (2005) showed that R&D efficiency increases more 

prominently when merged entities are technologically complementary M&A.   
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 Lai and Chen (1998) found that 59 Taiwan pharmaceutical companies with rich/poor R&D 
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resources are likely to rely more on external/internal knowledge source. Using the semi-conduct 

manufacturing and computer manufacturing industry in Taiwan in 1997 as the research sample, 

Tsai et al. (2000) divided 59 firms into three groups: self-research companies, internal 

development companies, and external acquiring companies. They came to the conclusion that 

the decision making related factors of self-research companies is capital risk, that of internal 

development is strategic goal and capital risk, and that of external acquiring is 

technology-oriented. Wuang and Li (2003) addressed the supplementary strategy for technology 

gap in the technology innovation process by a case study of biotechnology industry in Taiwan. 

This research has discovered that the bigger technology gap is, the more multiple supplementary 

strategies may be used, and the companies also use several supplementary strategies to solve. 

Otherwise, if the gap is small, the supplementary strategy may be one of in house R&D or 

acquisition or corporation. 

 

This paper thus concentrates on the R&D issue and defines hybrids as in-house R&D along 

with other external sources. In the first section of this chapter, the researcher retrospects the 

relevant studies of the determinants of R&D sourcing strategy (R&D diversity, intellectual 

property, and previous experience) in light of the transaction cost tenet. The literature about the 

impact of R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human capital follows. The last two sections review 

the studies about the performance implications.  

 

 

2.1 The Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy 

 

 Below, based on the theoretical model in Chapter 3, this study focuses on the determinations 

of R&D sourcing strategy by considering three contextual factors: R&D diversity, intellectual 

property rights and previous experience of external sources. As Cassiman and Veugeler (2006) 

noted, little theory exists to guide us in our selection of explanatory variables, especially for 
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identifying differences across exclusive innovative strategies. The following literature review 

includes the determinants of single sourcing strategy such as cooperation agreements.  

 

One reason in this line of theorizing is that the decision to diversify R&D is to gain 

economies of scope in R&D. The importance of scope economies in knowledge production has 

been well recognized in the growth theory (Stokey 1988; Young 1991; Lucas 1993) whereas 

little is known about the impact of the economies of scope in R&D on a firm’s R&D sourcing 

strategy, probably because of the difficulty in measuring it. Generally, the simplification, 

adopted in transaction cost economic treatments of innovation strategy formation, has been 

focused on the decision to adopt pure contract or equity collaboration, effectively abstracting 

from decisions regarding the scope of activities. The argument is that firms in alliances with a 

broader technology scope anticipate greater monitoring difficulties, and thus select more 

hierarchical governance. Earliest Pisano (1989) defined the scope of activities as the number of 

technologies and found that the joint scope activities invoking R&D motives firms to adopt 

partial equity investments in collaborative relationships in biotechnology industry. Oxley (1997) 

confirmed this findings by the diverse definition of functional activities such as joint in R&D 

activities only, or plus marketing activities and/or production activities in manufacturing 

industry. Recently, Sampson (2004) defined the scope of activities as the extent to which 

innovative activities involve development of new product based on existing technology, or 

developing next-generation technology, and also supported the argument by examining 446 

R&D alliances in the telecom equipment industry. Using the same database with Sampson 

(2004), Oxley and Sampson (2004) further analyzed the joint determination of alliance scope 

and the decision to adopt pure contract or equity collaboration, and lent a support for above 

argument.  

 

The above findings that broad R&D activities increase the probabilities that equity joint 

ventures is selected imply hierarchical governance forms embark on broad R&D activities more 



efficiently. As a matter of fact, Damanpour (1991) did point out that economies of scope in R&D 

exist within firms. To provide an empirical significance of scope economies in R&D production, 

Klette (1996) demonstrated that while examining the relationship between R&D and firm 

performance at the line-of-business level with the firm economies of scope in R&D exist within 

and cross firms. Henderson and Cockburn (1996) found that research programs located in larger 

firms benefit from the economies of scope arising from the public goods aspect of knowledge 

capital accumulated within the firm, and from the ability to internalized information externality 

within the firm. They concluded that one of the primary determinants of the boundaries of the 

firm is the search for internal economies of scope. Moreover, the findings of Rouvinen (2002), 

and Miravete and  (2006) indicated that there is significant complementarity between 

product and process innovation. Geroski et al. (1993) showed that the process of innovation may 

be just as important as the product of innovation. Thereby, a more finely grained understanding 

of how the portfolio of organization’s R&D capabilities (R&D diversify defined by R&D 

investments in new product and technology, improving process, and improving production 

technology) leads to R&D sourcing strategy is an evitable rather than tedious task. 

Pernias

  

The second determinant of R&D sourcing strategy is intellectual property. The theoretical 

models (D’ Aspremont and Jacquemin 1988; Morton et. al 1992; De Bondt 1997) predicted that 

firms are more likely to form cooperative agreements in R&D when the appropriation regime is 

loose. But, the empirical evidence was ambiguous regarding the direction and the magnitude of 

this relationship in developed countries. Some provided the supportive evidence (Oxley 1999; 

Cassiman and Veugelers 2006) while others went opposite ways ( et. al 2003) and to an 

insignificant association (Veugelers and Cassiman 1999; Sampson 2004).  

Hernan
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Although the literature of the appropriability regime has left the innovative firm’s intellectual 

property management relatively unexplored while researchers study the topic of R&D sourcing 

strategy, the innovative firm’s patents per se to date are the subject of considerable debate within 
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the economics, legal, and public policy communities. For example, Hall and Ziedonis (2001) 

found that the ‘‘propatent’’ shift in U.S. policies during the 1980s stimulated entry by 

specialized firms into the industry while inducing ‘‘patent portfolio races’’ among firms with 

large, complex manufacturing facilities. Analytical model of Bessen (2003) demonstrated that 

mutual non-aggression (forbearance) strategies and aggressive portfolio cross-licensing 

strategies emerge as equilibria. Firms license aggressively when patenting standards are low, 

especially incumbent firms in mature industries. But high patenting standards encourage 

non-aggressive strategies that are critical for strong R&D incentives. In fact, management 

scholars have long recognized that some firms accumulate portfolios and counts of patents so as 

to bring the bargaining chip to the table in cross-licensing negotiations-- either to gain more 

favorable access to outside technologies or to reduce the outflow of licensing fees (Ziedonis 

2004). By mounting the likelihood the innovating firms can threaten others with reciprocal suit, 

the firm may be able to avoid rent expropriation from patent owners or, at least, minimize its 

effects, as evidenced by the survey evidence of Cohen et al. (2000) and in interviews by Hall 

and Ziedonis (2001). The outcome may involve the cross-licensing of whole portfolios, where 

companies agree not to sue each other and those firms with weaker portfolios pay less royalty 

(Grindley and Teece 1997). Using 67 U.S. semiconductor firms between 1984 and 1994, 

Ziedonis (2004) suggested that accumulating exclusionary rights of their own may enable firms 

to safeguard their investments in new technologies especially for capital-intensive firms. 

Lanjouw and Schankerman (2004) indeed provided the de facto evidence that having a larger 

portfolio of patents reduces the probability of filing a suit on any individual patent in the 

portfolios. Accordingly, absent the ability to offer an equivalent intellectual property portfolio, 

innovators (licensees and potential licensees infringing upon the property rights of inventors) 

must incur considerable licensing fees and litigation payments. It should spur innovators to take 

their number of patents into account when they make the R&D sourcing decision. Utilizing 

Taiwan’s data during 1991-2000, Wu and Lin (2001) however pinpointed that Taiwan is very 

active and competitive in the patent invention and innovation, but industrial added-value of 
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manufacturing is somewhat not as good as other assessed countries. Their explanation is 

concentrating on the research of application development or process improvement, not sufficient 

in the R&D investment of the state-of-the-art key products and innovative technology. Despite 

the arguments, the extent to whether patents affect the R&D sourcing strategy in Taiwan is 

unknown. 

  

The third determinant of R&D sourcing strategy is a firm’s prior experience of external 

source. Pisano (1990) provided evidence that R&D previous experience influences a firm’s 

procurement decision by examining make-or-buy decision for 92 biotechnology R&D project. 

However, most studies in sourcing strategy didn’t consider firm’s previous experience of 

external source due to the limitation of the survey data. A serious problem of the omitted 

variable results from that cross sectional observations cannot capture firm’s previous experience 

of external source. Firms contemplating the establishment of acquisition of external technology 

can use various sources of information. Certainly, observations made by a manager in direct 

transaction or in other interactions with other firm will be highly valued. This suggests that the 

existence of prior experience of external source between firms contributes to the choice of mode 

of R&D sourcing strategy in a subsequent link. A strategic alliance, for example, makes it 

possible for a firm to gather valuable information about the partner’s resources, capabilities, and 

reliability. The more information they have, the less serious will be information asymmetry 

problems in partner valuation. Consequently, this removes a major impediment to realizing an 

acquisition. Gulati (1995) lent evidence that while using multi-industry data on alliance made 

between 1970 and 1989 to challenge empirically transaction cost framework repeated alliances 

between two partners are less likely than other alliances to be organized using equity. The 

relationship between previous experience of external source and decision to undertake strategic 

alliances and acquisitions is more rigorously explored in Vanhaverbeke et al. (2002). Using the 

previous experience of R&D sourcing strategy as a proxy for transaction-cost-related factors 

from the viewpoints of transaction-cost theory and social structural considerations, they lent 



supportive evidence that alliances tend to an acquisition if previous direct contacts prevail.  In 

Taiwan, using 80 firms in the Industrial Technology Research Institute as (ITRI) –sponsored 

R&D consortia in 2000 as the research sample, Fang et al. (2003) also showed that the firms 

with the interactions with their alliance partners, and established social capital (including 

structure, relationship and cognitive network) will be beneficial to knowledge creation and 

technology transfer in the process of R&D strategic alliances. 

 

Overall, the empirical studies supported for the argument of the transaction cost paradigm: 

joint scope activities invoking R&D and other functions are more likely to use ‘more 

hierarchical’ governance structure, equity ownership, than relationships that involve only other 

functions. But they did not systematically examine differences in impacts of R&D diversify in 

the innovating firm itself on R&D sourcing strategy even though the presence of economies of 

scope in R&D has been emphasized in growth literature. Furthermore, the impact of intellectual 

property rights on R&D sourcing strategy is inconclusive. One of the explanations is prior 

studies highlight the appropriability regime ignored the innovative firm’s intellectual property 

per se. The findings that patentees with a large portfolio of patents facilitate ‘‘cooperative’’ 

resolution of disputes, are much less likely to prosecute infringement suits have important 

implications for R&D sourcing strategy. Since Taiwanese appropriation regime is loose, how to 

leverage their patents to access the external know-how will be an interesting question. Last, key 

findings the reasoning on transaction-cost theory and social structural considerations suggest the 

previous experience of firm’s external source provide a feasible avenue to approach the proxy 

variable for transaction cost. 

 

 Table 2.1 provides a list of key reference articles about the determinants of R&D sourcing 

strategy, arranged by type of study, main findings and implications, as a summary. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy  

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
 

Cassiman 

and 

Veugelers 

(2006)  

Authors take a 

broader approach 

to the issue, 

combining a 

“productivity” and 

an “adoption” 

approach, while 

including a search 

for contextual 

variables in the 

firm’s strategy that 

affect 

complementarities.

 

The data used for this 

research are data on 

innovation in 269 

Belgian manufacturing 

firms that were 

collected as part of the 

Community 

Innovation Survey 

(CIS) conducted by 

Eurostat in EU 

member states in 

1993. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

The existence of complementarity between internal and external 

innovation activities. The innovation process relies on basic R&D—the 

importance of universities and research centers affects the strength of the 

complementarity between innovation activities (developed by CIS). 

However, the results of the two-stage approach are not supported.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Success in innovation will depend not only on combining various 

innovation activities (Make and Buy), but also on creating the right 

context. 

(2)The innovation strategy is an endogenous decision. Two-stage 

approaches should be further examined while we examine the 

performance implication.  

(3)The most important avenue for future research is the search for firm 

characteristics that affect complementarity. This is a call for both 

theoretical and empirical work in the area of innovation management 

and strategy. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
 

Lanjouw and 

Schankerman 

(2004)  

This paper 

studies the 

determinants of 

patent suits and 

settlements 

during 

1978-1999 by 

linking 

information 

from U.S. 

patent office, 

the federal 

courts, and 

industry 

sources.  

Authors use probit 

regression of the 

probability of 

infringement suits and 

postsuit settlement for 

the pooled data 

between 1978 and 

1999.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

(1) Litigation risk is much higher for patents that are owned by individuals 

and firms with small patent portfolios. This portfolio effect is stronger 

for smaller companies. Postsuit outcomes do not depend on the 

portfolio characteristics, implying small patentees are at a significant 

disadvantage in protecting their patent rights because their great 

litigation risk is not offset by more rapid resolution of their suits. 

(2) Firms operating in more concentrated technology area (where 

patenting is dominated by fewer companies) are much less likely to be 

involved in patent infringement suits. 

2. Implication: 

(1) The findings that patentees with a large portfolio of patents, or other 

characteristics facilitate ‘‘cooperative’’ resolution of disputes, are much 

less likely to prosecute infringement suits have important implications 

for R&D sourcing strategy.   

(2) The event that litigation is often slow leaves Taiwan’s firms ‘‘space 

and time’’ to develop their defensive patents to access the external 

know-how. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
 

Oxley and 

Sampson 

(2004)  

This paper analyzes 

to what extent 

alliance scope and 

governance choices 

act as substitute 

mechanisms for 

protecting 

technological assets 

and other 

firm-specific 

capabilities in R&D 

alliance. 

 

The empirical test is 

conducted using the 

simultaneous probit 

regression by 446 R&D 

alliances in the telecom 

equipment industry during 

the years 1991-1993. They 

defined the scope of 

activities as the extent to 

which innovative activities 

involve development of 

new product based on 

existing technology, or 

developing next-generation 

technology. 

1.Result: 

Firms choose a more protective alliances structure when 

alliance scope is broad. The choice of an equity joint venture 

(more protective alliance) encourages alliance partners to 

engage in joint activities that go beyond ‘pure’ R&D 

(manufacturing, and/or marketing) when they are direct 

competitors in final product and geographic markets. 

2.Implication: 

Allying firms narrow the scope of their alliance activities in 

response to competitive threats.  

This paper adopts the joint determination of alliance scope and 

governance decisions while they are forced to ignore other 

potentially endogenous decisions in order to render the 

problem analytically and empirically tractable. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Ziedonis

(2004)  

This study analyzes the condition 

which firms expand their own 

portfolios of patents in response to 

potential hold-up problems in markets 

for technology. Author predicts that 

firms will patent more aggressively 

than otherwise expected when markets 

for technology are highly fragmented 

(ownership rights to external 

technologies are widely distributed); 

this effect should be more pronounced 

for firms with large investments in 

technology-specific assets and under a 

strong legal appropriability regime.  

The data used for this 

research are from a 

sample of 72 firms 

received 14,365 U.S. 

patents between 1975 

and 1996 in an 

unbalanced panel.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

(1) The internal decision of firms to acquire patents is 

affected by the external distribution of patent rights 

surrounding their technologies. This effect of 

fragmented external rights on incentives to patent is 

especially pronounced among capital-intensive 

firms. 

(2) The combined effects of fragmented rights and 

capital-intensity play a larger role in shaping these 

firms’ patenting behavior under the stronger legal 

enforcement.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Firms that own larger patents sustain higher 

levels of internal R&D spending (make strategy). 

(2) The impact of intellectual property regime on 

innovation strategy should be analyzed in other 

contexts such as the developing countries. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Bessen (2003) This paper 

builds a simple 

two-firm 

innovation race 

model where 

both mutual 

non-aggression 

strategies and 

aggressive 

portfolio 

cross-licensing 

strategies 

emerge as 

equilibria.  

Analytical model.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

(1) When technologies are complex, firms may build ‘‘thickets’’ of 

patents covering product markets and assert them aggressively. 

Then innovators share rents with other patent holders under 

cross-licenses, making R&D in incentives sub-optimal.   

(2) First mover advantages may provide stronger, even optimal, R&D 

incentives as long as firms pursue patent strategies of ‘‘mutual 

non-aggression’’. 

(3) Firms license aggressively when patenting standards are low, 

especially incumbent firms in mature industries. But high patenting 

standards encourage non-aggressive strategies that are critical for 

strong R&D incentives. 

2. Implication: 

The findings that patenting and the performance of R&D become two 

distinct, but related activities when technologies are complex and 

patents are uncertain have important implications for R&D sourcing 

strategy.   
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
 

Fang et al. 

(2003)  

Based on the 

inter-organizational 

relationship (IOR) 

view, this study 

examines the 

relationship 

between knowledge 

creation and 

technology transfer 

performance of the 

firm participating in 

the consortia.  

Using 80 firms in the Industrial 

Technology Research Institute 

(ITRI) –sponsored R&D consortia in 

2000 in Taiwan as the research 

sample, authors first identifies the 

social factors (including structural, 

relational dimension, and cognitive 

contexts) and economic factors 

(including IOR governance 

mechanisms and investments on the 

specific assets). Then they implement 

the empirical model through ANOVA 

analysis, regression analysis, and path 

analysis.  

1. Result: 

The setup of social capital and the appropriate 

economic interactions can facilitate technology 

knowledge creation and technology transfer (all the 

measurements are obtained from the questionnaire).  

2. Implication: 

(1) The network view (not only dyad—innovation firm 

to ITRI, but also the IOR- firm to firm participating 

in the consortia) should be taken into account in the 

innovation issue. For example, future research may 

include other government-sponsored R&D 

consortia, and firms cooperating with foreign 

company, etc. 

(2) Longitudinal study should be a good supplement to 

address the knowledge creation and technology 

transfer performance. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 
Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 

Cassiman and Veugelers (2002)  

 

This paper 

explores the 

effects of 

incoming 

spillovers and 

appropriation on 

R&D cooperation. 

By 1993 Community 

Innovation Survey 

(CIS), they use 

two-stage empirical 

method to examine the 

impact of knowledge 

flows on cooperation.   

1.Result: 

Firms with higher incoming spillovers and better 

appropriation (both are measured by 5-point scale in 

the CIS) have a higher probability of cooperating R&D.  

 

 

2.Implication: 

The relationship between appropriation regime and R&D 

agreement should be analyzed in the broader context 

of the firm’s innovation strategy.   

The level of knowledge in- and outflows is not exogenous 

to the firm. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author  Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Gans et. al (2002) 

 

This article 

studies the 

determinants 

of 

commercializ

ation strategy 

for start-up 

innovators.  

This study, using 118 

start-up projects during 

the first half of 1999, 

verifies its analytical 

model.   

1. Result: 

The relative returns to cooperation (either the firm earned 

licensing revenues from its innovation or the firm was acquired 

since the project was funded) are increasing in (i) innovations that 

receive formal intellectual property rights protection (IPR) 

(developed by five-point Likert scales), (ii) firms with access to a 

net work of contracts (through venture capital relationship), and 

(iii) environments where complementary asset ownership by the 

start-up is perceived as ineffective in earning profits from 

innovation(developed by five-point Likert scales).  

 

2. Implication: 

(1) IPR increases the relative returns to R&D sourcing strategy by 

facilitating the market for idea. 

(2) The model of commercialization strategy can be the foundation 

of the model of more broad innovative strategy. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and 

sample 

Findings and Implication 

Vanhaverbeke et. 

al (2002)  

This paper 

explores the 

factors 

influencing the 

choice between 

strategic alliances 

and acquisitions 

as alternative 

means of external 

technology 

acquisition.  

Using the dyad-year 

as the unit of 

analysis, they focus 

on the Application 

Specific Integrated 

Circuits industry (140 

mergers & 

acquisitions and 145 

strategic alliances) 

during 1985-1994 to 

address the empirical 

questions of external 

sourcing choices.  

1.Result: 

The findings confirm the importance of transaction-cost-related 

factors like information asymmetry and indigestibility (previous 

experience of external source) in the trade-off between different 

forms of the external technology sourcing. Specifically, a series of 

strategic alliances between two partners increases the probability 

that one will ultimately acquire the others. Whereas previous 

direct contacts tend to lead to an acquisition, this is not true of 

previous indirect contacts, which increase the probability that a 

link between the companies, once it is forged, takes the form of a 

strategic alliance. 

 

2.Implications: 

Relating R&D sourcing strategy to its portfolio of prior external 

technology sourcing experience and firm characteristics would 

give us a better understanding of a firm’s R&D sourcing strategy.  
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Tsai et al. 

(2000)  

The study 

aims to 

investigate 

the 

relationship 

between 

technology 

acquiring 

strategy, 

decision 

making 

related 

factors, key 

success 

factors, and 

performance

. 

The empirical 

examination is 

conducted over 63 

firms in both 

semi-conduct 

manufacturing  and 

computer 

manufacturing industry 

in Taiwan in 1997. All 

measurements is 

implemented by the 

factor analysis and 

principal component 

analysis.  

 

 

1.Result: 

(1) The decision making related factors of self-research companies is 

capital risk, that of internal development is strategic goal and capital 

risk, and that of external acquiring is technology-oriented.  

(2) The key success factors of internal development companies are 

company’s support and technique nature, and that of external acquiring 

are technology nature and technology management.  

(3) The internal development companies have the best performance over 

the all index, the self-research companies are only good at quality 

improvement, and external acquiring companies have the worst 

performance over the all index. 

2. Implication: 

  (1)Success in innovation will depend not only on combining various 

innovation activities, but also on creating the right context. 

(2)This study is conducted by 
2χ  test and Scheffe test. The future study 

should analyze through more rigorous methodology such as regression.  

(3) Sample should include other industry beside electronics industry. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Veugelers 

and 

Cassiman 

(1999)  

This study analyzes 

the innovation 

strategy of 

manufacturing 

firms, and examines 

the relation 

between the 

innovation strategy 

and firm-, industry- 

and 

innovation-specific 

characteristics. 

The data used for this 

research are data on 

innovation in 269 

Belgian manufacturing 

firms that were 

collected as part of the 

Community Innovation 

Survey (CIS) 

conducted by Eurostat 

in EU member states in

1993. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

(1) High perceived risks and costs and low appropriation regime of 

innovation (those measurements are based on the questionnaire) don’t 

discourage innovation, but rather determine how the innovation sourcing 

strategy is chosen. The strength of appropriation regime and internal 

organizational resistance to change affect negatively Buy strategy. 

(2) Large firms are more likely to adopt ‘make and buy strategy’ while small 

firms are more likely to restrict their innovation strategy to Make or Buy 

strategy. 

2. Implication: 

(1) The internal versus external sourcing of new technology remains a 

complex, relatively unexplored issue in innovation management. 

Especially, ‘make and buy strategy’ provides a more realistic avenue. 

(2) Appropriation regime has different effects on innovation strategy. The 

impact of intellectual property regime on innovation strategy should be 

analyzed in other contexts such as the developing countries. 

(3) A pooled data set would allow researchers to eliminate any unobserved 

firm specific fixed effects which might be driving some of these results. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Lai and Chen 

(1998)  

This research 

focused on 

studying the 

relationship 

between two 

concepts in a 

company: 

‘‘available 

R&D 

resources’’ 

and ‘‘R&D 

portfolio.’’ 

The empirical study of 59 Taiwan 

pharmaceutical companies is 

implemented by a questionnaire in 

1994. First, a deep explication 

about the sequential concepts of 

R&D sources and how it forms a 

strategy are described. Second, 

‘‘Ex Ante available’’ and ‘‘Ex Post 

inputted’’ are found as two 

categories of R&D resources. 

Third, the definition and the 

concepts about ‘‘asset resource’’ 

and ‘‘capability resource’’ is 

discussed based on 

‘‘resource-based theory.’’ Fourth, 

marketing strategy and technical 

development approach are two 

dimensions in analyzing in R&D 

portfolio.  

1. Result: 

The richer R&D resources (concerned about firm’s capital, sales, 

profit, quality and quantity of R&D human, R&D investment, 

and accumulated technology ability) in a company, the R&D 

portfolio pattern tends to be more items, taking more aggressive 

marketing strategy and higher integrity in technical development 

approach (more reliance on external knowledge source). On the 

contrary, the poorer R&D resources in a company, the portfolio 

pattern tends to be less items, taking more conservative 

marketing strategy and low integrity in technical development 

approach (more reliance on internal R&D in-house).  

2. Implication: 

(1) The findings that a firm with rich/poor R&D resources is likely 

to rely more on external/internal knowledge source should be 

extended to other industries in Taiwan.  

(2) The future study should analyze the results by more rigorous 

empirical model such as regression rather than MANOVA 

analysis. 

(3) Longitudinal study will be a good supplement.  
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Grindley 

and 

Teece 

(1997)  

Authors analyze 

the management 

of patents and 

other forms of 

intellectual 

property in 

semiconductors 

and electronics. 

In particular, 

they focus on 

licensing and 

cross-licensing 

arrangement.  

Case studies adopted 

by this paper involve 

AT&T, IBM, and Texas 

Instruments.  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

Cross-licensing arrangements provide firms active in R&D with protection 

against inadvertent infringement and the rights to use the licensee’s 

patents, thereby help balance the costs for developers and imitators. 

Cross-licensing outcomes favor with significant intellectual property 

regardless of firm size. The value of a patent portfolio is greatest when it 

has a high proportion of high quality patents that cover significant product 

markets.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Absent the ability to offer an equivalent intellectual property portfolio, 

innovators (licensees and potential licensees infringing upon the 

property rights of inventors) must incur considerable royalty and 

litigation payments. It spurs innovators to take their number of patents 

into account when they make the R&D sourcing decision.  

(2)Since Taiwan’s appropriation regime is loose, how to leverage their 

patents to access the external know-how will be an interesting 

question. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Klette (1996)  

 

This article 

examines the 

relationship 

between R&D 

and firm 

performance. 

The empirical analysis is 

carried out on observations 

dated 1989 and 1990 for 

Norwegian 804 plants from 

three industries. 

1. Result: 

R&D has a positive effect on performance (measured by 

sales). Using dummy variables of R&D group to catch the 

idea of ‘‘economies of scope in R&D’’, author shows that 

there are significant spillover effects of R&D across lines 

of business within a firm, spillovers in R&D across firms 

that belong to the same interlocking group of firms. 

 

2. Implication: 

Economies of scope in R&D existing within and across 

firms should be taken into account in the R&D sourcing 

strategy.  
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author and Journal Topic Method and Sample Findings and Implication 
Sinha and Cusumano 

(1991)  

 

Authors model a 

firm’s decision to 

participate the 

research joint 

ventures (RJVs) 

with rivals with a 

view to evaluating 

antitrust policy.  

Analytical model.  1. Result: 

If firms with complementary skills and resources, large size 

then they prefer to involve RJVs in area where the 

technology is highly appropriable, as in applied research. 

But they prefer as small a partner as possible to limit the 

sharing the research results. RJVs reduce costs of R&D for 

firms and increase their probability of success in R&D if 

their partners bring complementary skills and resources.  

 

 

2. Implication: 

For validity of theoretical model, complementary skills and 

resources of firms should be considered instead overlooked. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Pisano (1990)  This paper develops the 

transaction-cost 

hypothesis at the project 

level.  

Empirical hypotheses 

are tested with data on 

92 biotechnology R&D 

projects that major 

pharmaceutical 

companies have 

sponsored either 

in-house or through 

external contractual 

arrangements.  

 

 

 

 

1.Result: 

R&D experience, dependence on the industry affected 

by technological change, and location influence R&D 

procurement patterns. Small-numbers-bargaining 

hazards in R&D markets motivate internalization of 

R&D.  

 

 

2.Implication: 

We should take into account R&D experience and 

competition when we deal with R&D sourcing strategy. 
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Table 2.1 Relevant Literature of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and Implication 
Pisano (1989)  

 

This article 

examines the 

motives for using 

partial equity 

investments in 

collaborative 

relationships. 

The empirical hypotheses 

are tested with a sample of 

195 collaborative 

arrangements from the 

biotechnology industry.  

1.Result: 

Partial ownership is preferred to pure contractual 

governance when a relationship involves uncertainty, 

transaction-specific capital, and other transactional 

difficulties, for example, the number of technologies. 

This study defined the scope of activities as the number 

of technologies and found that the joint scope activities 

invoking R&D motives firms to adopt partial equity 

investments in collaborative relationships in 

biotechnology industry. 

 

2.Implication: 

R&D is more efficiently organized with hierarchies 

than through markets. 
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2.1.1 Research Extension  

In this section, based on literature review in Section 2.1, this study aims to illustrate 

the research extension by (1) following the past studies and (2) supplementing the 

prior study. 

 

(1) Following the Past Studies. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

One of the most popular approaches for technology innovation success is looking 

into the transaction cost paradigm (Coase 1937; Williamson 1975, 1985). The internal 

versus external R&D sourcing remains a complex, relatively unexplored issue in 

innovation management. To my best knowledge, only Tsai, Cassiman and Veugelers 

make an attempt to investigate the R&D hybrid strategy. Moreover, prior studies that 

use a polar category of R&D sourcing strategy overlooked the fact that organizations 

not only adopt a strategy of pooling many external sources in a given time period, but 

also do their own R&D for pursuing the complementarity between internal know-how 

and external knowledge acquisitions. Accordingly, following the similar definition of 

R&D sourcing strategy with Tsai (2000) and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), the 

current study then defines R&D hybrid strategy very broadly to include any internal 

R&D and external technology source in which external sources include R&D 

cooperation, technology licensing, technology transfer, or mergers and acquisitions. 

 

With the exception of Tsai (2000) and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) , who only 

empirically examined R&D sourcing strategy without a theoretical model, this study 

develops an analytical model in Chapter 3 in the present study to investigate the 

reason why the innovating firm undertakes R&D hybrid strategy instead of make 

strategy. The model delineation of this study follows from Gallini (1984), Bessen 

(2003) and Nahm (2004). The first paper analyzes that licensing ex ante to research 

may discourage further research by the entrant and incumbent, second study explains 

strategic patenting of complex technologies, and the last paper emphasizes how an 

incumbent’s architecture choice affects consumers’ technology adoption decisions and 

an entrant’s R&D incentives. The current study extends their models by taking into 

account the R&D diversity, defensive patent, type of R&D manpower, and R&D 

hybrid strategy. The inference of the theoretical model is useful to gain a more clear 
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relationship between firm’s contextual factors and R&D sourcing strategy. 

 

ii. Research Methodology.  

 

In Chapter 4, the present study uses a cross-sectional data model common to 

previous research to address why the innovative firm adopts the R&D hybrid strategy 

instead of make strategy.   

 

From the viewpoints of the social structural considerations and transaction-cost 

theory (Gulati 1995; Vanhaverbeke et. al 2002), this study treats the firm’s prior 

experience of R&D external source as knowledge link and proxy it for transaction 

cost in the R&D sourcing strategy. Transaction cost economics looks more at the ‘ex 

post contract-execution stage.’ Most of literature dealing with ‘make and/or buy 

decision’ ignored the prior experience of R&D external source due to the data 

limitations. It causes the serious problems of omitted variables since previous 

experience of the firm with R&D external sources is on behalf of knowledge link; 

firms with the knowledge link turns into reducing transaction cost by heightening 

information symmetry. In other words, asymmetric information will increase 

transaction costs and further lead vertical processes to integrate. Besides, cross 

sectional observations cannot capture the firm fixed effect. While the proxy variable 

for transaction cost is notoriously unmeasured, the prior experience of the firm with 

external sources provides a feasible avenue to approach. It hence would give us a 

better understanding of a firm’s choice between different forms of external technology 

sourcing by relating it to its portfolio of previous external technology sourcing. 

 

(2) Supplementing the Prior Study. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

To my best knowledge, there have not been any research papers to examine 

systematically differences in effects of the R&D diversity of the innovating firm itself 

on the R&D sourcing strategy. The results of this study provide such effects for 

innovative firms. This study addresses the issue of the R&D diversity through the firm 

itself active in several R&D areas. The reason is that the most obvious characteristic 

of R&D is the investment uncertainty; investing in more R&D areas increases the 
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investment cost fraught with uncertainty as well, leading to profits that firm may not 

capture through only R&D in-house strategy. That is, firms with the R&D diversity 

still face this kind of unavoidable investment risk. If market can offer the latest 

technology through arm-length agreements (technology transfer, licensing, etc), 

cooperation agreements or even the merger and acquisition activity, R&D diversified 

firms, based on the reason of risk sharing and cost saving, will accept this offer since 

a more diverse R&D investment portfolio allows firms to decrease the time associated 

with developing new R&D activities in a particular technological area from spillovers 

of knowledge. It is consistent with the argument of Vassolo et. al (2004) that if several 

investments draw upon a common pool of resources within the focal firm, it will take 

advantage of scope economies or learning spillovers. 

 

The present study develops a theoretical model to clarify which contextual factors 

are the determinants of R&D sourcing strategy. It fills the gaps in the literature falling 

short of this guide. As pointed out by Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), little theory 

exists to guide us in our selection of explanatory variable, especially for identifying 

differences across exclusive innovative strategy.  

 

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

In Chapter 4, the present study utilizes the pooled data models beyond the focus on 

cross-sectional data model common to previous research to address firm’s contextual 

factors influencing R&D sourcing strategy formation. Pooled data are advantageous 

because pooling increases the degree of freedom, and hence improves the efficiency 

of econometric estimates. 

 

Utilizing Taiwan’s enterprise as sample, the researcher collects actual quantitative 

public data about intellectual property. The current evidence revealed that the impact 

of intellectual property regime on R&D sourcing strategy is inconclusive in developed 

countries. One of the explanations is literature ignored the innovative firm’s 

intellectual property per se. The findings that patentees with a large portfolio of 

patents facilitate ‘‘cooperative’’ resolution of disputes, are much less likely to 

prosecute infringement suits have important implications for R&D sourcing strategy. 

The importance of intellectual property rights in the developing country is rather 
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heuristic in nature. While high tech companies in Taiwan are famous for their 

outstanding capacity to perform contract manufacturers, Taiwan was continuously to 

be on the list of "Special 301" report reviewed by the U.S. Trade Representative 

(USTR) from 2001 to 2004. In addition, we are under obligation to protect the 

intellectual property rights in a satisfactory way especially since Taiwan has become 

the member in the World Trade Organization (WTO) since 2002. However, anecdotal 

evidence put more emphasis on the ‘‘defensive patent strategy,’’ which is applying for 

and accumulating patents for the purpose of avoiding the coming patent infringement 

lawsuits inasmuch as most of Taiwan’s firms lack key patents. Patents of Taiwan’s 

company belong to the field of applied R&D while those of foreign enterprise belong 

to the field of basic R&D technology. Despite the arguments, the extent to whether 

patents affect the R&D sourcing strategy in Taiwan is unknown. Taken as a whole, the 

result of this study using actual quantitative public data about patent can complement 

to the inconclusive results of previous study adopting perceived intellectual property 

regime measures.  

    

Besides the dummy variable, this study quantifies the internal and external sourcing 

strategy. The results would benefit from these more fine-grained measures.  

 

 Table 2.2 provides a summary of the aforementioned research extension. 
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Table 2.2 Research Extension of the Determinants of R&D Sourcing Strategy 

Item Following the Past Studies Supplementing the Prior Study. 

Research 

Topic and 

Theoretical 

Foundation. 

 

1. Following the similar definition of R&D sourcing strategy 

with Tsai (2000), and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), this 

study defines hybrids very broadly to capture 

complementarities between internal and external R&D 

source. 

2. The theoretical model modifies from Gallini (1984), 

Bessen(2003), and Nahm(2004) by taking into account the 

R&D diversity, defensive patent, type of R&D human, and 

R&D hybrid strategy.   

1. To my best knowledge, there have not been any research papers to 

examine systematically differences in effects of R&D diversity per se 

on the R&D sourcing strategy. This study addresses the issue of the 

R&D diversity through the firm itself active in several R&D areas to 

gain a clear insight whether R&D diversified firms will tend to 

undertake make strategy.    

2.  The current study develops a theoretical model to clarify the 

determinants of R&D sourcing strategy. It bridges the gaps in the 

literature falling short of this guide.  

Research 

Methodology

1. The present study uses a cross-sectional data model 

common to previous research.  

2. From the viewpoints of the social structural considerations 

and transaction-cost theory (Gulati 1995; Vanhaverbeke et. 

al 2002), this study treats the firm’s prior experience of 

R&D external source as the proxy variable for the 

transaction cost in the R&D sourcing strategy. 

1. This study utilizes the pooled data models. Pooled data are advantageous 

because pooling increases the degree of freedom, and hence improves 

the efficiency of econometric estimates. 

2. Utilizing Taiwan’s enterprise as sample, the researcher collects actual 

quantitative public data about intellectual property instead of perceived 

measures from questionnaire to clarify the ambiguous results in the 

literature focusing on the intellectual property regime. 

3. Besides the dummy variable, this study quantifies the R&D sourcing 

strategy. 
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2.2 The Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital 

 

The scholars propose two general approaches for the proper balance between 

maintaining open knowledge exchange, and controlling knowledge flows in the 

partnerships. First approach is from the perspective of avoiding losing their control 

power in the external relationship-- transaction cost economics. Second approach is 

from the perspective of connecting innovations with internal routine operations--- 

absorptive capacity.  

 

Advocates of transaction cost economics suggested that choosing an appropriate 

governance structure or organizational form is one mechanism that firms use to 

promote knowledge sharing and protection in an alliance (e.g., Pisano 1989; Oxley 

1997; Kale et al. 2000; Sampson, 2004). There are circumstances where even the most 

protective alliance, for example the equity joint venture, does not alleviate leakage 

concerns sufficiently to ensure the level of knowledge sharing required to achieve 

alliance objectives, nevertheless. In order to reduce the hazards of external technology 

acquisition, firms must either forego the benefits of hybrid strategy or find alternative 

means such as limiting the scope of alliance activities to those that can be successfully 

completed with limited knowledge sharing (Oxley and Sampson 2004). Those 

emphasis other dimensions have left the absorptive capacity relatively unexplored 

while researchers study the topic of R&D sourcing strategy.    

 

The thorny challenge of connecting innovations with routine operations has long 

been noted. On one hand, proponents of absorptive capacity claim that we should take 

into account that the greater a firm’s exposure to diverse and complementary external 

sources of knowledge, the greater the opportunity is for the firm to develop its 

potential absorptive capacity while dealing with innovation issue (Cohen and 

Levinthal 1989, 1990; Mowery and Oxley 1995; Eisenhardt and Martin 2000; Zahra 

and George 2002). The notion of absorptive capacity is more rigorously explored in 

Cohen and Levinthal (1989; 1990). Using 318 firms during the period 1975-1977, 

they have offered the most widely cited definition of absorptive capacity, viewing it as 

the firm’s ability to value, assimilate, and apply new knowledge, and suggest that it is 

largely a function of firm’s level of prior related knowledge. As they noted, we 

suggest that the effectiveness of external option such as ‘buy strategy’ is somewhat 
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limited when the absorptive capacity in question is to be quickly integrated into the 

firm. Their arguments are confirmed by the findings of Tsai (2001) that although a 

central network position allows a unit to access new knowledge developed by many 

other units, high learning capacity permits a unit to successfully apply or replicate 

new knowledge. Using a survey of 109 manufacturing firms in Singapore in 1996, 

Zhao et al. (2005) identified four types of technology sourcing: internal sourcing, 

market-based, and partnership-based, and value-chain-based sourcing strategy. They 

then provided the evidence that firms with high absorptive capability and operating in 

high competitive environment tend to source technologies aggressively through 

strategic partners and market mechanisms. Of paramount importance is that 

absorptive capacity significantly influences the interplay between R&D sourcing 

strategy and performance. Several innovation factors such as R&D investments 

(Rosenkopf and Nerkar 2001; Tsai 2001), star scientists (Zucker et al. 1998), 

universities and research centers (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), and skilled 

personnel (Galia and Legros 2004) are recommended to be the proxy variable for 

absorptive capacity. On the other hand, a vast stream of literature in organization 

management assert that variety of types and levels of knowledge organization member 

hold has better access to facilitate cross-fertilization of ideas (Kimberly and Evanisko 

1981; Amabile1996; Smith et. al 2005). Amabile (1996) asserted that when all 

individuals in an organization hold the same stock of knowledge, creativity may be 

dampened because members will be less likely to perceive value in the exchange and 

combination process. Recently, Smith et al. (2005) provided evidence that hiring and 

training well-educated employees with varying functional expertise increases the 

likelihood that such employees will combine and exchange their idea to form new 

knowledge.  

 

In Taiwan, utilizing 142 manufacturing companies in 2001 as research sample, 

Chien and Horng (2003) showed that absorptive capacity is an important competency 

to successfully transfer external knowledge. Through absorptive capacity, cooperative 

competency could be benefit to knowledge acquisition and innovation. Huang (2003) 

also came to conclusion that innovation strategy brings positive effect on the 

organization’s performance through the high lever of human capital investment. The 

organization with higher innovation and higher human capital outperforms other 

organizations.  Based on the organizational learning theory, the results of Chen and 
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Tsai (2005) indicated that firms’ innovation performance is affected by knowledge 

sourcing and knowledge management ability. In addition, knowledge management 

ability and knowledge type have significant interaction effects with knowledge 

sourcing on the firms’ innovation performance.   

 

  In sum, the organizational learning literature has highlighted the importance of 

the capacity to absorb knowledge, whereas much less attention on adding this concept 

has been focused on the framework of transaction cost economics in discussing the 

R&D sourcing strategy (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006). Moreover, the evidence from 

Veugelers (1997) showed that R&D cooperation have a positive influence on internal 

R&D expenditure if firms have internal R&D department. The findings of Cassiman 

and Veugelers (2006) that universities and research centers is the factor effecting the 

complementarity between internal and external knowledge fail to be supported under 

the endogeneity concerns. Together, linking the two perspectives will lend more clear 

insights into the issue of R&D sourcing strategy and resource allocation. 

  

Table 2.3 provides a list of key reference articles about the impact of R&D sourcing 

strategy on R&D human capital, arranged by type of study, main findings and 

implications, as a summary. 
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Table 2.3 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital  

Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and Implication 
Chen and 

Tsai 

(2005) 

 

The major purpose of 

this study is to 

explore the effect of 

knowledge sourcing, 

knowledge 

management ability, 

and knowledge type 

on the firms’ 

innovation 

performance. 

Organizational 

learning theory was 

used to propose the 

research hypotheses. 

The research sample 

was 95 firms obtained 

from the questionnaire 

in Taiwan.  The 

empirical results are 

implemented by 

ANOVA analysis.  

1. Result: 

(1) Firms’ innovation performance is affected by knowledge sourcing 

and knowledge management ability.  

(2) Knowledge management ability and knowledge type have significant 

interaction effects with knowledge sourcing on the firms’ innovation 

performance.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Regardless of the type of innovation performance (product innovation 

and process innovation), internal knowledge creation outperforms 

external knowledge acquisition.   

(2) Organizations with the perfect knowledge management lead to higher 

innovation performance, without respect to the internal knowledge 

creation or external knowledge acquisition.  

(3) If enterprises want to acquire specific knowledge related to their 

competition advantage, they should choose internal knowledge 

creation.  
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Table 2.3 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital (continued) 

Author Topic Method and 

Sample 

Findings and Implication 

Smith et. al (2005) 

 

The present research 

examined the 

relationship between 

existing knowledge in 

an organization and 

both the organization’s 

knowledge creation 

capability and how 

this capability 

influences the 

introduction of new 

products and services. 

 

 

Authors examined 

firms’ knowledge 

creation capability 

with a field study of 72 

high-technology firms.

1. Result: 

(1) Hiring and training well-educated employees with varying 

functional expertise increases the likelihood that such 

employees will combine and exchange their idea to form 

new knowledge.  

(2) Knowledge form member ego networks and 

organizational climates for risk taking and teamwork play 

a strategic role in knowledge creation capability.  

 

2. Implication: 

Variety of type of experts may play a critical role in 

exchanging and combining new knowledge. 
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Table 2.3 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital (continued) 

Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and Implication 
Chien and Horng 

(2003) 

 

This study develops a 

model of external 

knowledge transfer 

that includes the 

constructs of the 

potential absorptive 

capacity, the 

cooperative 

competency, the 

knowledge 

acquisition, the 

technological 

distinctiveness, and 

the product 

innovation.  

The empirical study is 

implemented by 

analyzing the data from 

142 manufacturing 

companies in 2001 

obtained by the 

questionnaire.  

1. Result: 

(1) Absorptive capacity has significantly positive influence on 

knowledge acquisition and innovative application. 

(2) Cooperative competency has significant impact on 

absorptive capacity, but there is no significant relationship 

between knowledge acquisition and innovation application. 

(3) Knowledge acquisition is positively related to product 

innovation. But knowledge acquisition has significantly 

negative impact on technological distinctiveness and 

product innovation when combining with absorptive 

capacity.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Absorptive capacity is an important competency to 

successfully transfer external knowledge.  

(2) Through absorptive capacity, cooperative competency 

could be benefit to knowledge acquisition and innovation.  
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Table 2.3 Literature of the impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital (continued) 

Author Topic Method and 

Sample 

Findings and Implication 

Tsai (2001) 

 

This study 

investigates the 

knowledge transfer in 

inter-organizational 

networks. 

The empirical data 

were obtained from all 

business units in the 

two companies in 

1996. 

1. Result: 

Although a central network position allows a unit to 

access new knowledge developed by many other units, 

high learning capacity (R&D intensity defined as R&D 

expenditure divided by sales) permits a unit to 

successfully apply or replicate new knowledge. 

 

 

2. Implication: 

Absorptive/learning capacity may play an important role 

in the relationship between external knowledge and 

performance (invoking innovation and firm performance). 
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Table 2.3 Literature of the impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital (continued) 

Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and Implication 
Cohen and Levinthal 

(1990)  

 

The main feature is 

that the firm’s 

absorptive capacity 

determines the extent 

to which the 

extramural 

knowledge is utilized, 

and this absorptive 

capacity itself 

depends on the firm’s 

own R&D. 

They tested their 

predictions in the 

context of an empirical 

model of business unit 

R&D intensity in which 

technological 

opportunity, 

appropriation, and 

demand condition, using 

1719 business units 

representing 318 firms 

during the period 

1975-1977.  

1. Result: 

The development of absorptive capacity and innovative 

performance are history- or path- dependent. Lack of 

investment in an area of expertise early on may foreclose 

the future development of a technical capacity in that area. 

 

 

2. Implication: 

Firms are in fact sensitive to the characteristics of the 

learning environment in which they operate. Thus, 

absorptive capacity originally created as a byproduct of a 

firm’s R&D investment appears to be part of a firm’s 

decision calculus in allocating resources for innovative 

capacity (absorptive capacity is not a byproduct). 
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Table 2.3 Literature of the impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital (continued) 

Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and Implication 
Cohen and Levinthal 

(1989)  

 

This study explores 

the implications of 

the dual role of 

R&D: generates new 

information and 

absorptive capacity. 

The theoretical model (a 

symmetric Nash 

equilibrium in R&D 

levels) is supported for 

the empirical analysis by 

1719 business units 

representing 318 firms 

(Levin et al. survey data) 

during the period 

1975-1977. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

R&D not only generates new information, but also 

enhances the firm’s ability to assimilate and exploit 

existing information (absorptive capacity). They argued 

technological opportunity and appropriability are 

mediated by the absorptive capacity on the firm’s R&D 

investment though their survey data on technological 

opportunity and appropriability do not permit 

construction of direct measures of absorptive capacity. 

 

 

2. Implication: 

The two faces of R&D should be taken into account 

when we deal with the issue of shape of innovation.  
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2.2.1 Research Extension  

 

In this section, based on literature review in Section 2.2, this study aims to illustrate 

the research extension by (1) following the past studies and (2) supplementing the 

prior study. 

 

(1) Following the Past Studies. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

The current study develops a theoretical model in Chapter 3 of this study to address 

the effect of R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human capital. The model setting 

modifies from Bajari and Tadelis (2001). They explain stylized facts of procurement 

contracts resulting from costly renegotiation. The researcher of the present study 

argues that the ex ante effectiveness of human capital is helpful to resolve the ex post 

difficulty in adaptation contingent on R&D sourcing strategy. 

 

Given that the scholars in the field of management propose the strong prima facie 

evidence (Amabile1996; Tsai 2001; Galia and Legros 2004; Smith et. al 2005) and the 

scarcity of pioneer in transaction cost tenet works on this issue (Cassiman and 

Veugelers 2006), these provide a cue for the search for complementarities in the R&D 

sourcing strategy. This study then combines the viewpoints of transaction cost 

economics (Coase 1937; Williamson 1975, 1985) with the absorptive capacity (Cohen 

and Levinthal 1989, 1990) to analyze ex post adjustment mechanism of R&D sourcing 

strategy, and the endogenous adjustment of internal R&D human capital, which 

optimally garners the cost savings coming from the external source of knowledge.  

 

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

In Chapter 4, this study uses a cross-sectional data model common to previous 

research to address the impact of R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human capital.   

 

(2) Supplementing the Prior Study. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 
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This paper critically examines a new setting of R&D sourcing strategy by 

developing a theoretical model to link between R&D sourcing strategy and R&D 

human capital. This study builds a simple theoretical model with stylized parameters, 

whereby knowledge heterogeneity arises from the future performance consequence, 

i.e. ex post adjustment cost, of the R&D sourcing strategy. The current study begins 

employing a Subgame Perfect Nash game perspective, which enables the researcher to 

probe the strategic responses of competing firms. This paper then derives the 

endogenous ex post absorptive capacity of innovative firm per se, which optimally 

exploits the forthcoming heterogonous knowledge contingent on the R&D sourcing 

strategy. Given the evidence from Veugelers (1997) that R&D cooperation influences 

positively theinternal R&D expenditure if firms have internal R&D department, and 

the findings of Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) that universities and research centers 

is the factor effecting the complementarity between internal and external knowledge 

fail to be supported under the endogeneity concerns, the researcher believes the 

mutual impacts of R&D sourcing strategy and R&D human capital are pronounced. 

 

To complement the transaction cost perspective’s emphasis on the need to control 

and limit opportunistic behavior, this study highlights hiring the diverse types of R&D 

experts as an alternative way to mitigate the threat of knowledge leakage and protect 

technological assets through an adaptation manner. There are two reasons why 

hybrids with different R&D human types can benefit from external source such as 

cooperation with others, licensing and technology transfer, and so forth. First, their 

R&D employees specializing in diverse R&D areas can more easily to harness and 

transfer new ideas or technology via R&D hybrid strategy. R&D human capital is not 

only the core competency, critical success factors, and competitive advantage but also 

the buffer in the trade-offs between the Make and Buy strategy driven by multiple 

innovation function investments. Second, being able to hire diverse types of R&D 

employee promptly means the efficient managerial or innovation labor policies 

somehow. Diseconomies may stem from inefficient managerial or labor policies. If 

firms (principle) invest in diverse types of innovation areas together with the R&D 

hybrid strategy, and then they decide to search for related but diverse R&D experts 

suitable to absorb the forthcoming different knowledge. Misperceptions can arise 

from incentive systems that do not take into the account externalities of actions. The 

related but diverse R&D employees is not necessary to be hired since consequences of 
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employment action beyond manager’s decision (agency).The interaction or conflicts 

between principle and agency will be a concern to the success or failure of the 

innovation match1. The above-average corporate-lever profitability in fact can stem 

from their possession of superior capabilities to connect R&D sourcing strategy with 

organizational human capital. The relationship between R&D human capital and R&D 

sourcing strategy, while not directly studied in the academic literature, is commonly 

tracked by the practitioners. This study conducts the types of R&D experts to address 

the effect of R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human capital. The present paper 

stresses the firm’s perception of the manpower’s importance played by the type of 

R&D personnel to absorptive capacity.  

 

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

This study deals with the endogeneity issue between R&D sourcing strategy and 

R&D human capital. Fully incorporating R&D sourcing strategy into the analysis of 

the types of R&D experts clearly goes beyond the scope of the prior studies, but 

endogenizing this decision is germane. Rational firms will take into account how to 

adjust their R&D experts for adapting themselves to the forthcoming heterogeneous 

knowledge from R&D sourcing strategy. R&D sourcing strategy shapes different 

incentives to allocations with R&D experts. This paper utilizes the instruments for 

firm’s R&D sourcing strategy in the analysis of decision of the R&D human capital.  

 

In Chapter 4, this study utilizes the pooled data models beyond the focus on the 

cross-sectional data model common to previous research to address the firm’s 

contextual factors influencing the formation R&D sourcing strategy. With the pooled 

data, one can increase the theoretical leverage on a question: it may be more 

appropriate to generalize to a population by pooling units over time. Furthermore, one 

can increase the statistical leverage: pooling increases the degree of freedom, and 

hence improving the efficiency of econometric estimates.  

 

Table 2.4 provides a summary of the aforementioned research extension. 

                                                 
1 Makadok (2003) proposed that governance (agency problem) and competence (the accuracy of 
agents’ knowledge about future values) factors are synergistic and complementary. 
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Table 2.4 Research Extension of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on R&D Human Capital 

Item Following the Past Studies Supplementing the Prior Study. 

Research 

Topic and 

Theoretical 

Foundation. 

 

1. The theoretical model setting modifies from Bajari and Tadelis 

(2001) highlighting the renegotiation in the procurement 

contract. This study argues that the ex ante effectiveness of 

R&D human capital resolves the ex post difficulty in adaptation, 

and that the substitute effect between external source and 

internal R&D employment provides firms more options to 

generate innovation. 

2. The current study combines the viewpoints of transaction cost 

economics tradition (Coase 1937; Williamson 1975, 1985) with 

the absorptive capacity (Cohen and Levinthal 1989, 1990) to 

address the impact of R&D sourcing strategy on R&D human 

capital. 

1. This paper critically examines a new setting of R&D sourcing 

strategy by develop a theoretical model to link between R&D 

sourcing strategy and R&D human capital. This link will 

provide our understandings of the relationship between 

internal know-how and outside knowledge acquisition, and 

the mutual impacts of the strategy and human capital. 

2.  To complement the transaction cost perspective’s emphasis 

on the need to control opportunistic behavior, the current 

study highlights hiring the diverse types of R&D experts in an 

alternative way consistent with the absorptive capacity 

viewpoints.  

 

Research 

Methodology 

1.  The present study uses cross-sectional data model common to 

previous research to analyze ex post adjustment mechanism of 

R&D sourcing strategy.   

 

1.  The present study deals with the endogeneity issue between 

R&D sourcing strategy and R&D human capital. 

2.  This study utilizes the pooled data models to correct for 

unobserved heterogeneity problems. 
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2.3 The Impact of the R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance.  

 

Scholars of transaction cost tenet have proposed less evidence of performance 

implications of R&D sourcing strategy regardless of the theoretical and empirical 

works (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), even though 

empirical evidence adopting the transaction cost paradigm to date lends a strong 

support for the premise that firms choose governance structure consistently with 

transaction cost predictions.  

 

The findings of Lee et al. (2000) showed that alliance motives and partner selection 

criteria in 61 Taiwan’s information firms have significant influence on partner 

selection and alliance performance respectively. Huang et al. (2000) found that the 

different technology knowledge sources are indifferent to firm performance since the 

firm in Taiwan often obtains the technology from the multiple knowledge sources. 

However, using the semi-conduct manufacturing and computer manufacturing 

industry in Taiwan in 1997 as the research sample, Tsai et al. (2000) came to three 

conclusions. First, the decision making related factors of self-research companies is 

capital risk, that of internal development is strategic goal and capital risk, and that of 

external acquiring is technology-oriented. Second, the key success factors of internal 

development companies are company’s support and technique nature, and that of 

external acquiring are technology nature and technology management. Third, the 

internal development companies have the best performance over the all index, the 

self-research companies are only good at quality improvement, and external acquiring 

companies have the worst performance over the all index. Overall, the impact of R&D 

sourcing strategy on firm performance in Taiwan is unknown, and thus future research 

needs to exert more efforts on this issue. Based upon the sample of 47 manufacturing 

firms during 1994-2000, Tsai (2004) demonstrated that technological capability 

(in-house R&D, cooperative R&D and technological licensing) is an important 

determinant in the promotion of competitive advantage (value added) for Taiwan’s 

electronics firms. 

 

Using the Community Innovation Survey conducted by Eurostat in EU member 

states in 1993, Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) lent evidence that the 

complementarities between internal R&D and external knowledge acquisition have a 



positive influence on the innovation performance, but that the degree of 

complementarities is sensitive to the importance of universities and research centers. 

Sampson (2004) examined the cost of misaligned governance (excessive contracting 

hazards and excessive bureaucracy) by 446 R&D alliances in the telecom equipment 

industry during the years 1991-1993. Their findings supported the hypothesis that 

misaligned governance dampens innovative performance. A case study of a major 

European manufacturer that designs and manufactures men’s, women’s and children’s 

clothing during 2002-2005 is presented by Jacobides and Billinger (2005). They 

argued that partial integration (partly integrated, partly open to the market) helps 

foster the development of strategic capabilities by providing links between key parts 

of the value chain, and then enhances the operational efficiency. Utilizing a survey 

sample of 109 manufacturing firms in Singapore in 1996, Zhao et al. (2005) found 

that value-chain-based technology strategy has more impact on internal product 

innovation while partnership-based technology strategy tends to have more impact on 

external product innovation. The internal sourcing and market-based technology 

strategy influences significantly both internal and external product innovation.  

 

In sum, the performance association with R&D sourcing strategy is encouraged to 

be further explored given the evidence that R&D sourcing strategy decreases a firm’s 

performance if the strategy is not consistent with transaction cost characteristics. 

Besides, a key assumption of the transaction cost literature is that firms choose R&D 

sourcing strategy based on the perceived performance attributes of that strategy. As 

pointed out by Sampson (2004), if we simply estimate performance as a function of 

strategy selection, parameter estimates will capture not only the effects of strategy, but 

also the firm and transaction characteristics that lead to strategy selection in the first 

place. Accordingly, all of above studies place heavy reliance on using the similar 

technique to correct self-selection issue making it difficult to directly examine the 

impact of R&D sourcing strategy on the firm performance. In the meantime, as 

pointed out by Cassiman and Veugelers (2006), more empirical works is needed to 

improve the predictive power and the significance levels.    

    

Table 2.5 provides a list of key reference articles about the impact of R&D sourcing 

strategy on firm’s performance, arranged by type of study, main findings and 

implications, as a summary.
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Table 2.5 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance 

 
Author Topic Method and sample Findings and implication 

 
Jacobides 

and 

Billinger 

(2005)  

By focusing on a vertical 

architecture (partly 

integrated, partly open to 

the market), the research 

considers the actual 

boundaries and the nature 

of the firm, as opposed to 

being solely interested in 

the active choice of 

buying or allying.  

This research is based on a 

case study of a major 

European manufacturer 

that designs and 

manufactures men’s, 

women’s and children’s 

clothing during 2002-2005.  

1. Result: 

(1) Vertical permeability enables better utilization of resources and 

capacities, and better matching of capabilities to market needs. 

(2) As a result of the market-based benchmarking, firms can 

enhance the operational efficiency of particular units.  

(3) Partial integration helps foster the development of strategic 

capabilities by providing links between key parts of the value 

chain.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Redesigning firms’ boundaries by increasing partial integration 

or changing vertical architecture can be a potent tool to change 

an organization’s prospects.  

(2) The idea of performance enhancement coming from partly 

integrated and partly open to the market can be further verified 

by empirical and analytical models. 
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Table 2.5 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance (continued) 

Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and implication 
Sampson (2004)  

 

Author examines 

the cost of 

misaligned 

governance 

(excessive 

contracting hazards 

and excessive 

bureaucracy) in the 

context of R&D 

alliances.  

The empirical test is 

implemented, while using 

the Heckman (1979) 

technique to control the 

self-selection issue, by 

446 R&D alliances in the 

telecom equipment 

industry during the years 

1991-1993. 

1. Result: 

Misaligned governance dampens innovative performance 

(measured by the firm’s post citation-weighted patent). 

Author argued that at lower (higher) levels of hazards, the 

contribution of an alliance to partner firm innovation is 

greater with a pooling contract (an equity joint venture) 

than an equity joint venture (a pooling contract). 

 

 

2. Implication: 

(1) Future studies should explore a set of R&D projects 

where more detailed (and verifiable) information is 

available on the R&D activities, so as to identify whether 

intellectual inputs are relatively more important.  

(2) Performance implications of alignment are not a trivial 

exercise. Such efforts are worthwhile.  
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Table 2.5 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and implication 
 

Cassiman 

and 

Veugelers 

(2006)  

Authors take a 

broader approach to 

the issue, 

combining a 

“productivity” and 

an “adoption” 

approach, while 

including a search 

for contextual 

variables in the 

firm’s strategy that 

affect 

complementarities. 

 

The data used for this 

research are data on 

innovation in 1,335 

Belgian manufacturing 

firms that were 

collected as part of the 

Community Innovation 

Survey conducted by 

Eurostat in EU member 

states in 

1993. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Result: 

By using percentage of total sales derived from new or substantially improved 

products to measure the performance, they found that the existence of 

complementarity between internal and external innovation activities. The 

innovation process relies on basic R&D—the importance of universities and 

research centers affects the strength of the complementarity between 

innovation activities. However, the results of the two-stage approach are not 

supported.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Success in innovation will depend not only on combining various 

innovation activities, but also on creating the right context. 

(2) The innovation strategy is an endogenous decision. Two-stage approaches 

should be further examined while we examine the performance 

implication.  

(3) The most important avenue for future research is the search for firm 

characteristics that affect complementarity. This is a call for both 

theoretical and empirical work in the area of innovation management and 

strategy. 
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Table 2.5 Literature of the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance (continued) 

Author Topic Method and sample Findings and implication 
 

Lee et al. 

(2000)  

Through 

making a 

survey of 

Taiwan’s 

information 

firms, this 

study 

explored 

partner 

selection 

determinants 

and 

performance 

of their 

strategic 

alliances.  

By applying factor 

analysis, cluster 

analysis, correlation 

analysis, and 

MANOVA/ANOVA, 

61 information firms 

are empirically 

analyzed (all 

measurements are 

obtained from the 

questionnaire).  

1. Result: 

There are significant differences among information firms in their alliance motives 

and partner selection criteria; alliance motives and partner selection criteria have 

significant influence on partner selection and alliance performance respectively; 

firm’s perceived importance of industry’s key success factors are significantly and 

positively correlated with the weighting of corresponding partner selection criteria.  

2. Implication: 

The firm with the motive for internationalization emphasizes the ability of the 

partner to obtain governance resource and investment ability of the partner when 

choosing his partner. The firm with the motive for innovation emphasizes the ability 

of the partner to innovate and improve. The firm with the motive for cost saving 

emphasizes the ability of the partner to human capital, quality management, and 

delivery the goods on time. The firm with the motive for learning emphasizes the 

ability of the partner to marketing. Hence, hybrid strategy involving multiple 

dimensions will provide a suitable way to address the relationship between 

innovation and performance.  
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2.3.1. Research Extension. 

 

In this section, based on the literature review in Section 2.3, the current study aims 

to illustrate the research extension by (1) following the past studies and (2) 

supplementing the prior study. 

 

(1) Following the Past Studies. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

The present study addresses the performance impact of R&D hybrid strategy given 

the evidence that strength of the complementarity between innovation activities is 

sensitive to the contextual factor (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), and misalignments 

of the single strategy (R&D cooperatoin) are harmful to a firm’s performance 

(Sampson 2004). 

 

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

Following the prior studies (Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), the 

researcher in this paper corrects for potential selection problem in the performance 

estimation using the Heckman (1979) technique. A key assumption of the transaction 

cost literature is that firms choose R&D sourcing strategy based on the perceived 

performance attributes of that strategy. As pointed out by Sampson (2004), if we 

simply estimate performance as a function of strategy selection, parameter estimates 

will capture not only the effects of strategy, but also the firm and transaction 

characteristics that lead to strategy selection in the first place. Failure to correct for 

this may lead to incorrect conclusions. 

 

In Chapter 4, the present study utilizes a cross-sectional data model common to 

previous research for the purpose of examining the impact of R&D sourcing strategy 

on firm performance. 

 

(2) Supplementing the Prior Study. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 
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While academia have been called for the search for performance implications of 

innovation strategy (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), the 

focus of this paper is on the performance implication of R&D hybrid strategy by 

developing a theoretical model.     

 

More fine-grained categories of hybrids in the present study allow the researcher to 

move beyond a key impediment to examine the effects of R&D sourcing strategy on 

firm performance. Literature of R&D sourcing strategy precludes other categories 

besides dichotomy such as in-house partly and external knowledge acquisition partly. 

It is necessary to clearly distinguish between external knowledge acquisitions partly in 

order to suggest which mixes of R&D hybrid strategy best to firm performance. This 

study considers different mixes of in-house partly and external knowledge source by 

the quantification category and ordinal category of external knowledge acquisitions. 

   

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

Besides dichotomy of R&D hybrid strategy, the present study tests different mixes 

of in-house partly and external knowledge source by the quantification category and 

functional category of external knowledge acquisition. The ordinal category is defined 

as a variable for R&D strategy equal to 0 if adoption is completely in-house, and 1 if 

adoption includes one type of external sources, and 2 if adoption includes two types of 

external sources, and 3 if adoption includes three types of external sources, whereas 

another ordinal category is defined as a variable for R&D strategy equal to 0 if 

adoption is completely in-house, and 1 if adoption is in-house and cooperation, and 2 

if adoption in–house and licensing or technology, and 3 others. 

 

Circumventing the endogeneity problem between the firm’s performance and R&D 

sourcing strategy, this study first proceeded by analyzing the relationship between the 

R&D sourcing strategy and its determinants. Then, this paper examines the 

performance differences associated with the ‘‘match ’’ between the innovating and its 

innovation contextual factors by putting the residuals of the model of the determinants 

of R&D sourcing strategy. By endogenizing the relationship between the R&D 

sourcing strategy and firm’s performance, this approach also mitigates the selection 

bias associated with firm’s performance on contextual factors. It enables this study to 
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see the impact of R&D sourcing strategy on firm’s performance directly.  

  

This article casts new empirical light on innovation strategy issue by using the 

pooled data to increase the statistical leverage. Pooling increases the degree of 

freedom, and hence improving the efficiency of econometric estimates.  

 

This paper uses the accounting- and market-based performance data to supplement 

the prior studies using the patent data or the data of the new product revenue. The 

performance measure of Sampson (2004) is the firm’s post citation-weighted patent 

while that of Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) is the revenue of new product. 

Researchers encounter the problem that successful innovation might not be reported 

as patent due to the concerns of competitions while they use the patent data to capture 

the innovation performance (Basberg 1987; Ernst 2001; Hall et al. 2005). Using only 

new product revenue to measure the innovation thus is not comprehensive2. Findings 

of Rouvinen (2002) suggest that the product and process innovations are related but 

largely driven by different factors. Recent studies (Galia and Legros 2004; Cho and 

Pucik 2005) found the positive relationships among R&D investments, innovation 

outcome, training expenditures, quality, and financial performance even though they 

didn’t aim to explain performance implications of R&D sourcing strategy. The results 

of the present paper utilizing the accounting- and market-based performance data will 

complement the findings of the literature using patent or new product revenue data.   

 

Table 2.6 provides a list of key reference articles about the impact of R&D sourcing 

strategy on firm performance, arranged by type of study, main findings and 

implications, as a summary. 

                                                 
2 Based on Schumpeter’s (1942) category, the guideline of the Oslo Manual (the standard of OECD) 
defines two types of technology innovation: product innovation and process innovation. Community 
Innovation Survey (CIS), the most popular database of innovation, is based on this definition. The 
empirical evidence of Rouvinen (2002), Galia and Legros (2005), and Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) 
are provided by CIS data. 
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Table 2.6 Research Extension the Impact of R&D Sourcing Strategy on Firm Performance 

Item Following the Past Studies Supplementing the Prior Study. 

Research Topic 

and Theoretical 

Foundation. 

 

1. The present study addresses the impact 

of R&D hybrid strategy on firm 

performance given the evidence that 

innovation activities is sensitive to the 

contextual factor (Cassiman and 

Veugelers 2006), and misalignments of 

the single strategy (make, or buy, or ally) 

are harmful to firm’s performance 

(Sampson 2004). 

1. While academia have been called for the search for performance implications of 

innovation strategy (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), the 

focus of this paper is on the performance implication of R&D hybrid strategy by 

developing a theoretical model linking the R&D sourcing strategy and firm 

performance. 

2. More fine-grained categories of hybrids using diverse mixes of R&D hybrid strategy 

by dichotomy-, quantification- and ordinal- category in the present study enable the 

researcher to suggest which mixes of R&D hybrid strategy best to firm performance.   

Research 

Methodology 

1. Following the prior studies (Sampson 

2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), 

the current study corrects for potential 

selection problem in the performance 

estimation using the Heckman (1979) 

technique. 

2. This study utilizes a cross-sectional data 

model common to previous research.   

 

1.  The present study uses diverse mixes of R&D hybrid strategy by dichotomy-, 

quantification- category and ordinal- category to move beyond a key impediment to 

examine the effects of R&D sourcing strategy on firm performance. 

2.  The researcher in this study develops an empirical model enabling see the impact of 

R&D sourcing strategy on firm’s performance directly while circumventing the 

endogeneity problem between performance and R&D sourcing strategy. 

3.  The current study utilizes the accounting- and market-based performance data to 

supplement the findings of the prior studies using the data of patent or new product. 

4.  This study adopts the pooled data to correct for the bias of unobserved heterogeneity. 
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2.4 The Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and R&D 

Human capital on Firm Performance.  

 

Proponents of transaction cost tenet pinpointed less evidence of performance 

implications of R&D sourcing strategy given the lack of the theoretical and empirical 

evidence (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), even though 

empirical evidence adopting the transaction cost paradigm to date lends a strong 

support for the premise that firms choose governance structure consistently with 

transaction cost predictions. 

 

Gulati et al. (2004) examined the performance differences across production 

sourcing strategies (modes of procurement-make, buy, and ally) by analyzing the 

vertical relationship that a firm undertakes for the procurement of component. 

Utilizing 222 procurement arrangements used by Ford Motor Company and Chrysler 

Corporation in1995, they found that performance differences across modes of 

procurement arise as a function of the match between adaptive capacity and 

adaptation requirements associated with the exchange, and not only the match 

between governance form and transaction hazards. 

 

Sampson (2004) examined the cost of misaligned governance (excessive 

contracting hazards and excessive bureaucracy) by 446 R&D alliances in the telecom 

equipment industry during the years 1991-1993 in US. Their findings supported the 

hypotheses that misaligned governance dampens innovative performance.  

 

Although the aforementioned two papers did not focused on R&D sourcing strategy, 

they still have led to some useful directions. First, the performance association with 

R&D sourcing strategy is encouraged to be further explored given the evidence that 

misalignments of the single strategy (make, or buy, or ally) are harmful to a firm’s 

performance. Second, a key assumption of the transaction cost literature is that firms 

choose R&D sourcing strategy based on the perceived performance attributes of that 

strategy. Accordingly, they adopt a two-step approach; some used the Heckman (1979) 

technique whereas others adopted the switching regression model. However, the 

results of those studies using the similar technique to correct self-selection issue do 

not allow them to directly examine the effect of misalignment.  
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Using 86 firms in manufacturing industry in Taiwan as sample, Huang (2003) 

addressed the effect of fit between human capital management practice and innovation 

strategy on organizational performance, and come to conclusion that relationships 

between innovation strategy and financial performance are mediated by human capital 

investment practices. In addition, high innovation-high human capital investment 

organizations outperform other organizations.     

 

On the other hand, the theories of supermodular optimization and games in fact 

provide a framework such that firm performance is a function of coherent alignment 

between strategy and structural elements of an organization (Chandler et al. 1962; 

Topkis 1978; Milgrom and Roberts 1990a, 1990b, and 1995). Milgrom and Roberts 

(1995) conceptualized the ideas of complementarity and suppermodularity in 

optimization and games in addressing the notion of ‘fit’ and ‘synergies’ among 

elements of an organization’s strategy and structure. They used the case study to 

support the assertion.  

 

Surprisingly, the scarcity of previous studies works on the topic of the alignment 

between performance and R&D sourcing strategy (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), 

despite academic discussions and practical enthusiasm surrounding the R&D issues. 

The analytical model conducted by Siggelkow (2002) showed that misperceptions 

with respect to complements are more costly than with respect to substitutes, and 

suggested that firms should optimally invest more to gather information about 

interactions among complementary activities than about interactions among substitute 

activities. In this sense, hiring the broad types of R&D experts is exactly the role in 

the gathering information about interactions between complementary 

activities—internal and external knowledge channel. Hence, the potential for 

improving the state of the literature and deepening our understanding of the limits of 

organizations suggest that it is an area ripe for research.  

    

Table 2.7 provides a list of key reference articles about the impact of alignments 

between R&D sourcing strategy and R&D human capital on a firm’s performance, 

arranged by type of study, main findings and implications, as a summary. 
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Table 2.7 Literature of the Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and Human Capital 

on Firm Performance  
Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and implication 

Gulati et. 

al (2005)  

 

Authors examine the 

performance differences 

across modes of 

procurement-make, buy, 

and ally. The different 

modes of procurement 

differ in terms of the 

extent of differentiation 

and integration between 

procuring and supplying 

units and therefore in 

their adaptive capacity 

for responding to 

changes in the exchange 

environment in a 

coordinated and 

cooperative manner. 

This study used 

switching regression 

model of procurement 

performance, estimated 

data on the 222 

procurement 

arrangements used by 

Ford Motor Company 

and Chrysler 

Corporation (the 

inter-organizational 

context) for all their 

major components in 

1995 (vertical 

relationship). 

1. Result: 

Performance (measured by six measures rating supplier performance along 

the dimensions of price, innovativeness, flexibility, and quality) differences 

across modes of procurement arise as a function of the match between 

adaptive capacity and adaptation requirements associated with the 

exchange, and not only the match between governance form and 

transaction hazards. 

2. Implication:  

(1) Production sourcing decisions should be described in richer terms than 

‘‘make’’ , ‘‘buy’’ and ‘‘ally’’.  

(2) The idea of ‘match between adaptive capacity and adaptation 

requirements associated with the exchange’ coming from Barnard’s 

adjustment processes in organization should be applied. Estimating the 

switching regression model in two steps can be applied in R&D sourcing 

model. They first estimate the predicted choice (instruments), and then 

construct the non-selection hazard in the performance model.  

(3) The probability of the common method bias resulting from a single 

respondent for data should be avoided.  
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Table 2.7 Literature of the Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and Human Capital 

on Firm Performance (continued) 
Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and implication 

Huang 

(2003)  

 

Based on human capital investment 

perspective, author explored the 

effect of fit between (human 

resource management) HRM 

practices and innovation strategy on 

organizational performance. The 

concept of fit in strategy human 

capital is multiple. Distinguishing 

the differences can facilitate theory 

building. Following the framework 

proposed by Venkatraman (1989) , 

this study identifies and tests five 

perspectives of fit between human 

capital investment and innovation 

strategy-fit as mediation, fit as 

interaction, fit as match, fit as ideal 

type, fit as gestalts.  

Utilizing the 

questionnaire to get 86 

firms in manufacturing 

industry in Taiwan as 

research sample, author 

implemented the 

empirical test. The 

variables except for 

financial performance are 

subjective measurements 

obtained by 

questionnaire.    

1. Result: 

  In general, the findings support mediation and gestalts 

perspectives. Interaction and matching perspectives can get 

only weakly support. These findings mean that 

relationships between innovation strategy and financial 

performance are mediated by HRM practices. It also means 

that high innovation-high human capital investment 

organizations outperform other organizations.  

2. Implication: 

(1) Including more industries and investigating other fit 

perspective will be useful to get a comprehensive idea 

about the relationship between HRM, innovation strategy, 

and firm performance. 

(2) The subjective measurement might cause the issue of 

common method variance biased the research results.  

(3) The causal relationship cannot be obtained by the empirical 

result conducted by the cross-sectional data. The empirical 

result implemented by pooled data will be a supplement. 
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Table 2.7 Literature of the Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and Human Capital 

on Firm Performance (continued) 
Author Topic Method and 

Sample 

Findings and implication 

Siggelkow 

(2002)  

 

This study focuses 

on the distinction 

between 

complementary 

interactions and 

interactions of 

substitutes. Author 

sets out to study for 

which types of 

interactions these 

misperceptions are 

likely to generate 

large performance 

declines.  

Analytical model and 

simulations. 

1. Result: 

  Interactions between complements behave quite differently from 

interactions between substitutes. As a result, it tends to be optimal for 

firms to invest more to garner information about interaction 

effects—i.e., to reduce the degree of misperception—when activities 

interact as complements than when they interact as substitutes. The 

reason is that misperceptions with respect to complements are more 

costly than with respect to substitutes resulting from the underlying 

payoff relationship in part self-correcting. 

2. Implication: 

(1).The concept of misperceptions can be applied to division-based 

incentives and task allocation across firms. 

(2) Performance implications of innovation alignment are more 

important due to the more detrimental effects of misperceptions of 

the interaction between complement activities, whereas the argument 

of complementarities between internal and external knowledge 

prevails.   
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Table 2.7 Literature of the Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and Human Capital 

on Firm Performance (continued) 
Author Topic Method and Sample Findings and implication 

Milgrom and 

Roberts 

(1995)  

The theories of 

supermodular 

optimization and games 

provide a framework for 

the analysis of systems 

marked by 

complementarity.  

Analytical model along with case 

study (Lincolin).  

1. Result: 

 Firm performance is a function of 

coherent alignment between strategy and 

structural elements of an organization. 

 

 

2. Implication: 

The ideas of complementarities and 

suppermodularity in optimization and 

games may be quite useful in addressing 

the notion of ‘fit’ and ‘synergies’ among 

elements of an organization’s strategy and 

structure. 
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2.4.1. Research Extension. 

 

In this section, based on the literature review in Section 2.4, the present study aims 

to illustrate my research extension by (1) following the past studies and (2) 

supplementing the prior study. 

 

(1) Following the Past Studies. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

This study applies the theory of supermodular optimization (Chandler et al. 1962; 

Topkis 1978; Milgrom and Roberts 1990, 1990a and 1995) to analyze the alignment 

effect between R&D human capital and R&D sourcing strategy on firm performance 

while academia have called for the search for firm characteristics that affect 

complementarity (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006).   

 

The present study addresses the performance impact of R&D hybrid strategy given 

the evidence that misalignments of the single strategy (make, or buy, or ally) are 

harmful to a firm’s performance (Gulati et al. 2005; Sampson 2004). 

 

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

Following the prior studies (Sampson 2004; Gulati et al. 2005; Cassiman and 

Veugelers 2006), the current study controls the self-selection bias.    

 

In Chapter 4, the present study uses a cross-sectional data model common to 

previous research for the purpose of examining the impact of the alignment of R&D 

sourcing strategy and human capital on firm performance. 

 

(2) Supplementing the Prior Study. 

i. Research Topic and Theoretical Foundation. 

 

Cassiman and Veugelers (2006) had called for the search for firm characteristics 

that affect complementarities. Meanwhile, Siggelkow (2002) placed emphasis on the 

role of misperceiving interactions among complements and substitutes because 
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misperceptions of the interaction between complementary activities tend to be more 

detrimental than misperceptions of the interaction between substitute activities, and 

then suggests that firms should optimally invest more to gather information about 

interactions among complementary activities than about interactions among substitute 

activities. In this sense, hiring the broad types of R&D experts is exactly the role in 

the gathering of information about interactions between complementary 

activities—internal and external knowledge channel. A more explicit model of how 

innovative firms form their perceptions of interaction effect and feedback from the 

environment provide a fruitful path to analyze the organizational innovation 

implications of misperceptions. This study provides such effort by imposing more 

structure on the interaction effects such as R&D sourcing strategy vs. its determinants, 

and R&D human capital vs. R&D sourcing strategy, in the performance model.    

 

While academia have been called for the search for performance implications of 

innovation alignment (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Gulati et. al 2005; Cassiman and 

Veugelers 2006), this paper tries to shed light on the performance implication of R&D 

hybrid strategy by developing a theoretical model to connect the R&D sourcing 

strategy, R&D human capital, and firm performance.  

 

   

ii. Research Methodology. 

 

Empirically, concerning the endogeneity problem between firm performance and 

R&D sourcing strategy and types of R&D employees, the researcher of this study first 

proceeded by analyzing the relationship between the R&D sourcing strategy and its 

determinants, as well as the variety of types of R&D employees and R&D sourcing 

strategy. Then, this paper examines the performance differences associated with the 

‘‘match ’’ between the R&D strategy and its innovation characteristics (value drivers 

and types of R&D experts) by putting the residual terms and instruments of 

benchmark models respectively. By endogenizing the benchmark model and 

performance, this approach also mitigates the selection bias and unobserved firm 

heterogeneity associated with OLS regressions of performance on firm and 

transaction characteristics. This empirical model enables this study to identify the 

misalignment effect directly.   
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With pooled data model, one can increase the statistical leverage: pooling increases 

the degree of freedom, and hence improving the efficiency of econometric estimates. 

Furthermore, one can increase our theoretical leverage on a question: it may be more 

appropriate to generalize to a population by pooling units over time. 

 

This paper uses the accounting- and market-based performance data instead of the 

perceived performance measure or patent data. Gulati et al. (2005) used six measures 

rating supplier performance along dimensions of price, innovativeness, flexibility, and 

qualify through the questionnaire. The performance measure of Sampson (2004) is the 

firm’s post citation-weighted patent. The data gained by the questionnaire is limited to 

the subjectivity of the respondent (Joseph and Kalwani 1998; Huang 2003). 

Researchers encounter the problem that successful innovation might not be reported 

as patent due to the concerns of competitions while they use the patent data to capture 

the innovation performance (Basberg 1987; Ernst 2001; Hall et al. 2005). 

 

 

Table 2.8 provides a list of key reference articles about performance implications 

and methodology issue, arranged by type of study, main findings and implications, as 

a summary. 
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Table 2.8 Research Extension of the Impact of the Alignment between R&D Sourcing Strategy and 
Human Capital on Firm Performance 

Item Following the Past Studies Supplementing the Prior Study. 

Research 

Topic and 

Theoretical 

Foundation. 

 

1. This study applies the concept of theory of 

supermodular optimization (Topkis 1978; Milgrom 

and Roberts 1990a, 1990b, and 1995) to analyze the 

impact of the alignment effect between R&D 

sourcing strategy and human capital on firm 

performance while academia had called for the 

search for firm characteristics that affect 

complementarities (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006). 

2. The present study addresses the performance 

alignment of R&D hybrid strategy (make and buy) 

given the evidence that misalignments of the single 

strategy (make, or buy, or ally) are harmful to firm’s 

performance (Sampson 2004; Gulati et. al 2005). 

1. As the emphasis on importance of the search for firm characteristics that affect 

complementarities (Cassiman and Veugelers 2006) and more detrimental effects of 

misperceptions of the interaction between complementary activities (Siggelkow 2002) 

co-exit, this study provides a more explicit model of how innovative firms form their 

perceptions of interaction effect and feedback from the environments to analyze the 

organizational innovation implications of misperceptions by imposing more structure on 

the interaction effects, such as R&D sourcing strategy vs. its determinants, and R&D 

human capital vs. R&D sourcing strategy, in performance model.    

2. While academia have been called for the search for performance implications of 

innovation alignment (Joskow 1991; Sampson 2004; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), the 

focus of this paper is on the performance implication of R&D hybrid strategy by 

developing a theoretical model linking the R&D sourcing strategy, R&D human capital 

and firm performance. 

Research 

Methodology 

1. Following the prior studies (Sampson 2004; Gulati et 

al. 2005; Cassiman and Veugelers 2006), the present 

study controls the self-selection bias.    

2. This study uses cross-sectional data common to 

literature.  

1.  Concerning the endogeneity problems, the empirical model in this study enables the 

researcher to directly identify the misalignment effect.  

2.  Using the pooled data, the researcher corrects for the bias of unobserved heterogeneity.  

3.  The current study utilizes the accounting- and market-based performance data instead 

of questionnaire or patent. 
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